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Abstract
RF safety concerns started in the 1950s with exposure to radar, then radio and TV broadcasting in the 1960s, microwave
ovens in 1970s, police radar in 1980s and then most recently wireless communications. These devices emit a form of non-
ionizing energy called radiofrequency (RF) signals. The electromagnetic spectrum helps to explain a major difference in
non-ionizing and ionizing energy. The well known cumulative damaging effects of ionizing radiation, such as X-rays and
atomic bombs, do not occur at frequencies below those in the UV spectrum, including sunlight and infrared frequencies that
are forms of non-ionizing energy. Over the past more than 50 years, a large data base on the bioeffects of RF exposure has
been accumulated to support health risk assessments of RF exposure. Currently there are about 1600 peer-reviewed articles
in the WHO database relating to RF bioeffects. For mobile telephony alone, there are about 600 peer-reviewed papers and
another 200 to-be-published papers are listed in the database. The research subjects consist of epidemiological, human,
animal and in vitro cell studies. WHO has stated that scientific knowledge in this area is now more extensive than for most
chemicals, and concluded that current evidence does not confirm the existence of any health consequences from exposure to
low level electromagnetic fields, that is, at exposure levels within the limits set by international standards. 

The strongest bioeffects evidence is from animal cancer studies. The weight of scientific evidence in 41 studies shows that
RF exposure up to lifetime exposure does not adversely affect carcinogenic processes (initiation, promotion or co-promotion)
at whole-body dose rates up to 4 W/kg, 50 times above the general population exposure limit. Long-term animal studies
provide no supportive evidence of low-level non-thermal effects. Short-term exposure studies of animals and in vitro studies
showing changes in biological responses, even if proven repeatable, are not consistent with results in the long-term (lifetime)
exposure studies. In the past 10 years, more than 20 independent expert groups and health authorities have reviewed the RF
bioeffects literature. These reviews are consistent in their conclusion that there is no credible evidence that RF exposures
within internationally accepted limits cause any adverse health effects, but more research is needed. However, it is
noteworthy that one can never prove the null hypothesis, i.e., one can never prove that something is absolutely safe.
Basically, there is no known mechanism for adverse health effects of RF exposure other than thermal. Due to the current
extensive database, it is unlikely that results of ongoing studies will shift the weight of evidence on health effects. WHO
estimated that $250 M has already been spent on mobile telephony bioeffect research, and more than $130 M is budgeted on
national research programs currently in progress. 

International standards for measuring mobile phone emissions are available. With proper regulation, all phones should
comply with international exposure limits. RF exposures in residential and office building from base stations are in general
lower than 1% of international limits and these levels are similar to levels from radio and TV broadcasts. WHO Fact Sheet
#304 (May 2006) states. Considering the very low exposure levels and research results collected to date, there is no
convincing scientific evidence that the weak RF signals from base stations and wireless networks cause adverse health
effects.In conclusion: 1) RF electromagnetic energy does not produce nuclear (ionizing) radiation, 2) the only proven RF
interaction mechanism for adverse health effects is thermal, 3) exposure levels near base stations are very low, and 4) RF
emissions from mobile phones comply with international safety limits.
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